FAC I LITATE
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In retail, the need to cut costs runs parallel to the need to
provide a ﬁrst-class customer experience. Bill Dolworth
reports on FM service trends in this most sensitive of sectors
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T

he retail environment is sensitive like no
other. If the experience of the consumer,
the shopper, is poor, then it hits sales and
sales hit revenue and performance and
everyone suffers. If someone asked you
for three trends in retail FM, you might
be excused for misquoting Tony Blair and
answer: customer, customer and customer.
It is why retail FM is a tough market.
Contract award announcements give a sense of how tense
some of the negotiations will have been. Certain words
and phrases repeat: efficiency, customer focus, streamline
operations, reduce costs. But the diversity of the services
demanded by landlords and tenant retailers and the scope
of their facilities make the sector difficult to pin down too.
At one end retail is defined easily by the high street
and major supermarkets. At the other it is bookmakers,
cinema complexes and shopping centres – often with
very different tenants from fashion boutiques and large
department stores to restaurants and coffee shops.
The common denominators are heavy footfall, long
opening hours, a mix of behind-the-scenes building
services systems and a constant need for security and
cleaning. Plus, one more: the need to save money. It is the
elephant in the corner of every shopping location.
Paul Crilly, managing director of Not Just Cleaning
sums up the position.
“As physical retail focuses on the consumer
experience this places an emphasis on support service
resources, the quality of resources and the support they
receive. It is the biggest challenge faced right now
in large-scale retail FM, but better partnerships and
more collaborations may well solve this.”
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Nowadays, on a large retail FM
contract the ability of staff to deal with
issues – such as being first responders –
is of increasing importance

Forever cost
Money shapes the demands of
the clients and the responses
of the service provider. But it
doesn’t dictate the trends that are
emerging. Brand development,
training and rewarding of people
and being adaptable – that is
where the trends lie. It starts with
knowing the market.
Mark Rycraft, a member of
BIFM’s retail SIG and centre
manager at the Middleton Grange
Shopping Centre in Hartlepool;
says: “Where we work, service
providers need to ensure they
fully understand their client’s
objectives – the landlord. They also must appreciate the
objective of every retailer, because each one will have a
different target demographic which brings with that a
different customer expectation. If FM service providers
understand their clients and the retailers’ objectives
they can change their approach accordingly and at the
same time become leaders within their industry.”
This is important, because, as Rycraft adds, the retail
landscape has changed dramatically over the past
five years. Not just that, but also the constant drive to
maintain sales must be the prime objective: if that is
met then the asset itself (shopping centre or individual
unit) increases in value. Appreciating that only comes
with time and even when you have knowledge of the
market the client’s demands vary. Darren Furlong,
account manager for VINCI Facilities, explains.
“The scope of change we have to deal is quite fluid.
A customers’ portfolio at the start of a year can be
very different to the end of the year – so tracking
changes and costs and keeping budgeting information
accurate is a challenge. Large retailers are regularly
opening and closing stores to capitalise on key footfall
hotspots. Retailers are always looking to save money,
for example, checking the leases they can exit and then
move into a nearby unit for less.”
A key trend, then, is flexibility. Knowing the market
and delivering more for less is a given. What’s required
is being adaptable – particularly regarding service
levels – combined with a trend to challenge, or, educate
the client. Take compliance. For organisations such
as VINCI Facilities and NG Bailey compliance is their
role. But there is anecdotal evidence that certain hard
FM compliance issues can suffer due to budgetary
pressures. Likewise, Paul Crilly hinted that all retailers
are very price sensitive, forcing certain soft service
requirements onto the retail staff (keep the store clean)
with limited PPM support.

“ALL ASPECTS OF FM
MUST WORK HAND
IN GLOVE WITH THE
RETAIL STRATEGISTS
TO CREATE THAT
CONSUMER-FRIENDLY
RETAIL EXPERIENCE”
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Partnership a priority
The problem is expectations on the client side, where
pressure to limit costs can drive negative behaviours.
David Whitely, operations director for NG Bailey says it
is vital for clients to pursue their statutory compliance
obligations – using data and robust systems to
guarantee the desired retail experience. Following the
Grenfell Tower tragedy there is renewed emphasis on
fire safety – no corners should be cut.
But there is also the opportunity to encourage the client
to think differently. Darren Furlong of VINCI explained
that second and third-generation outsourcing contracts
don’t generally harvest massive savings because the initial
easy savings have been already achieved.
“FM companies are now starting to see upward
pressures in material cost inflation along with rising
labour rates which need passing on. Yet, retailers are all
pushing for further savings. So, we need to think harder,”
says Furlong. “Increasing service expectations for no
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Abiding by the rules
extra money doesn’t need to be boots on the ground
and lower rates. It can be small incremental things that
have lasting impressions – why not run joint client and
FM provider training sessions? After all, you should
constantly train your own team on HSE, technical works,
and compliance, so why not include the customer and
this will also act to build a one team mentality.”
This collaborative approach was championed by
Whiteley and argued for by Rycraft. Is it a blurring
of services or boundaries between client and service
provider? No, it is about partnership.
It is about common sense and being adaptable so
the right service is delivered and expectations met.
The most obvious boundary change now is that the
maintenance working week is morphing to mirror the
seven-day-a-week retail environment. Evenings and
weekends used to be covered by emergency attendances
for trading affected and security issues; regular
maintenance issues are now reported and completed
outside of the traditional 9-5 Monday to Friday.
Furlong says: “Retail FM is more than just
processing a work order through to completion.
As retailers have increasingly sought to outsource
property functions we are being more integrated with
internal functions and staff with regular conversations
between retail operations, merchandising, property,
health and safety, etc. There are numerous
stakeholders to work with
and keep happy rather than
just an FM manager.”

With supermarkets under increasing pressure
to deliver excellent customer experience while
boosting profits, FMs need to continually identify
ways to surpport this implausible objective.
FM and engineering firm Arcus recently partnered with Sainsbury’s
through to 2026 – and when asked its top priority, head of technical
services Mark Arendt has no hesitation in putting predictive
maintenance at the top of the shopping list.
The use of bakeries, lighting, HVAC and refrigeration means that
food retailers are often cited as the most energy intensive of all
commercial buildings (with hospitals a close second).
A move from reactive to predictive methods of maintenance is thus
all the more important. Predictive maintenance uses data gathered
from the machine, a group of machines, a range of machine groups
and/or via additional sensors and available external web-based data.
Monitoring building management system controls, energy meters,
weather forecasts and trading patterns gives FMs the necessary insight
to identify system failures before they occur and put measures in place
to reduce machine downtime by automatically altering settings to
temporarily compensate for system inefficiencies.
It’s a method of maintenance that avoids the overconsumption
typical in a malfunctioning system, extending the lifecycle of machines,
reducing downtime and subsequently repair time.
The Arcus ‘smarter maintenance and real-time technology’ (SMaRT)
hub is an open portal that gathers and analyses data to identify
patterns which may relate to machine errors. It identifies further
efficiency opportunities such as the building of remotely enabled
automated asset performance (based on machine-learnt algorithms)
that react on localised conditions and are analysed at an enterprise
level to aid accuracy and filter nuisance alarms.
These predictive rules enable FMs to assign service providers
more accurately to multifaceted
issues. For example, traditional
monitoring systems may highlight
a supermarket over-consuming
because of a refrigeration system
running excessively, and thus raise a
job card for a refrigeration engineer.
When the refrigeration engineer
attends site, they observe that
the refrigeration is working harder
because of the heating in store
being on full heat and so requests a
further visit for the heating company.
A heating engineer is deployed, and
they discover the heating sensor is
reading low temperatures because
it’s the middle of the winter and the
automatic doors are stuck open.
So reactive maintenance would
have seen the potential use of three
engineers before the origin of the
fault is identified. Says Arendt: “We
systematically check the symptoms
to locate the root cause, deploy
the correct engineer first time and
automatically sign off that the work
has been completed.”

Adapting to need
That idea of flexibility also
applies to what you expect
of your team. For example,
an engineer for NG Bailey
delivering M&E in and
around a shopping centre is
not just an engineer.
“In some instances, our
people are first responders.
That might mean delivering
first aid to a consumer,
or it might be that we are
amongst the heart of a
security issue that requires
calm, good communication
and effective crowd
control,” says David
Whiteley, operations
director for NG Bailey.
Rycraft goes further:
“When staffing up a retail
FM contract the ability of

Food retailers are often cited as
the most energy intensive of all
commercial buildings
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the individual to deal with all manner of issues is of
paramount importance. These days, any centre team
needs to be multiskilled. Anyone member of the team
may have to deal with customers presenting with
immediate ill-health problems and first aid incidents
requiring the use of a defibrillator. Shortly after that,
we will be requiring the same member of staff to meet
and greet customers and deal with any of their shopping
needs and requirements. Later, in the day a member
of staff may be dealing with an attempted theft within
one of the retail outlets. Finding the right people for
delivering those expectations is not an easy task.”
It brings us back to money and costs and it is worry for
Crilly. Retailers very much value the ambassadorial role
of service staff, but the rates of pay available – particularly
in big retail – might not extend far enough. The situations
described by Rycraft and Whiteley can potentially be very
demanding and require a significant level of engagement
at a level the pay grade might not match.
Many service providers will train their people to
cope with all kinds of situations; some personnel are
qualified as first responders. But this is the exception
not the norm. Staffing up retail FM contracts is a big
issue – driven by that elephant in the room, money.
Paul Crilly says: “The big multiples, high-volume high
street and grocery retailers can often limit effective service
by onerous commercial constraints that only serve to
undermine the customer experience because of penalties
for under-provision of headcount, or fixed contract
hours, at odds with successful outcome
contracts.”
Whiteley stresses that this all about
guaranteeing the customer experience
and links to what everyone we spoke
to said: each retailer has different
customers, all with varied expectations.
The job is to give them the best
environment to go about their shopping.
“It is not all about cleaning and
security. Yes, it has to happen, but
any staff in a retail environment from
engineers and cleaners to security
and front-of-house are representing a
brand. Our job is to collaborate and get
the public through the doors, stay there,
be safe and drive sales,” says Whiteley.

providers’ workforce
can provide a
political challenge.”
Let’s think about
that. We know that
shop assistants,
cleaners, engineers
and security guards
are the representatives
of the respective retail
brand. That might be
the landlord, or the
landmark retail tenant.
Does that role as brand ambassador go beyond their FM
job description? There is a trend to ask more of people
within retail FM. So, they need rewarding, but how?
It is a delicate balance. Crilly says: “Consider the
reactions amongst the various employees if an FM
provider introduces the (real) Living Wage to stimulate
recruitment and retention. The tenant community
(the retailers) for whom lots of their workforce may be
National Wage recipients would not be happy, as this may
create an employment draw.”

“THIS TREND
FOR BRAND
DEVELOPMENT
IN RETAIL IS
PARAMOUNT”

Fabric conditioners
The maintenance
working week is
morphing to mirror
the seven-daya-week retail
environment

FM’s role in maintaining the built fabric plays a role too.
Sainsbury’s made this a key element in its brand impact
initiative that literally cleaned up the exterior of its
stores to not just improve how its stores were perceived,
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Setting an incentive
In ‘big retail’, the landlords see
FM as an integral, highly regarded
component of the customer experience.
“However,” says Paul Crilly, “There
are potential complications within
the approach to the labour pool from
which FM providers and retailers draw
their resources. Incentivising the FM
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but lift the morale of its store teams as well.
This reflects what is at the heart of retail FM:
continuity. Retail is a fragile sector in as much as the
success or failure of the shops is as much about the
perception of the store as it is the products they are
selling. To be a great retail environment you are creating
an experience. That means FM – all aspects of FM – must
work hand in glove with the retail strategists to create
that consumer-friendly retail experience. The Spitalfields
Estate in the City of London is a good example.
Tenon has worked there for 12 years. In late 2005, after
18 years of preparation, the Spitalfields regeneration
programme was completed. This resulted in the creation
of two new public spaces, Bishops Square and Crispin
Place, a public art programme, an events programme, the
restoration of several historic streets in E1 and a selection
of carefully selected independent
retailers and restaurants.
A visitor today will find designers
and artists selling fashions,
homewares and accessories or
vintage and antique clothing,
furniture and crafts. Spitalfields is
no longer considered just a Sunday
destination; it has evolved into one
of London’s most vibrant areas. It
is an example of a retail experience
and the kind of site that demands
street cleaning, pest control, waste
removal and high and low-level
window cleaning throughout the
estate, with a team onsite seven
days a week for 15 hours a day.
This trend for brand development
in retail is paramount. It is, though,
dependent on FM providers finding
the right balance to develop their
teams to be ambassadors for the
respective brands and for the client
(landlord or tenant) to give the FM
supply the scope to do their job
without one eye on that elephant in
the shop corner.

Retailers
might value the
ambassadorial role
of service staff,
but commensurate
pay rates may
not be available –
particularly in big
retail
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Current trends
in retail FM
Glenn Wilson, operations director at
Incentive FM, has oversight of some
of the UK’s largest shopping centres,
such as Cribbs Causeway (above),
Manchester Arndale and Bluewater,
as well as a vast range of medium
and small regional centres. He has
spent years gaining insight into the
true needs of retail clients.
What are clients demanding of contractors?
“The emphasis on visitor experience has gathered
pace over the past five years as retail locations of
all types fight for footfall. Over the last 18 months
the security pressures on all public space contracts,
including shopping centres, have become significantly
higher. This has led to other parts of the FM provision
coming under cost pressure.”
How are FM service providers adapting to client
requirement?
“Both clients and service providers are moving to
more bundled solutions, enabling the greater volume
of work to absorb budget pressures in specific
service lines. Making the whole team responsible for
the security, safety and cleanliness of the centre –
rather than specific teams for specific services – has
become more normal.”
In what areas of retail is FM best/worst appreciated?
Best: “There is no doubt that outsourced FM
provision offers the best value and innovation.
In-house provision, although free of fee, becomes
overmanned, lacks innovation and subsequently out
of date very quickly, with no external reference or
benchmarking available.
Worst: “The unsung heroes of retail are those staff
that work at night, such as a patrolling security officer
or a cleaner working in a high street store for two
hours in the evening. These staff are never seen by the
public and sometimes never seen by the clients. Worst
of all, these staff are not seen by their management
and are left to their own devices. It is imperative
that staff who work through the night and over the
weekend feel part of the company they work for and
are recognised and appreciated for the impact they
have on how that facility looks and feels when open
to the public.”
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